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Abstract

In this paper we attempt to relate the prelexical processing of speech, with particular emphasis on

functional neuroimaging studies, to the study of auditory perceptual systems by disciplines in the

speech and hearing sciences. The elaboration of the sound-to-meaning pathways in the human brain

enables their integration into models of the human language system and the definition of potential

auditory processing differences between the two cerebral hemispheres. Further, it facilitates

comparison with recent developments in the study of the anatomy of non-human primate auditory

cortex, which has very precisely revealed architectonically distinct regions, connectivity, and

functional specialization.
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1. Introduction

‘Prelexical processing’ is a term with different meanings, depending on the context: for

example in linguistics it is used in models of generative grammar to distinguish between

phrasal levels and lexical transformations. Prelexical processing, as defined in this paper,

will address the neural basis of the acoustic processing of speech up to a ‘lexical-semantic’

level, by which we mean the recognition of explicit word forms and their meaning. This

paper is thus expressly not outlining a model of the entire language system in the human
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the auditory pathway and streams of processing. (1) Ear. After filtering at the

levels of the outer and middle ear, which introduce a rough bandpass filter to the sound, the mechanical energy in

the sound is transmitted to the auditory nerve at the cochlear. There is increasingly poor frequency selectivity at

higher frequencies (Moore, 1997; Pickles, 1988). (2) Ascending auditory pathways. The auditory nerve projects

to the superior olive, inferior colliculus and medial geniculate body (MGB), with incomplete decussation of the

inputs from the left and the right ears. Early in this system fine temporal resolution is maintained, providing the

cues necessary for binaural integration (e.g. interaural level differences and interaural delays are computed by the

superior olive) and the spatial organization of sounds is represented at the inferior colliculus (Pickles, 1988).

Moving up this pathway, the temporal resolution declines: this can be seen in human functional imaging studies as

a change in the neural response to click trains at different ISIs: the inferior colliculus increases in activity with

decreasing ISIs, and the MGB peaks in its response at longer ISIs. Primary auditory cortex (PAC) peaks in

response to slow ISIs of 100 and 500 ms, and shows a phasic response to the faster rates (Harms & Melcher,

2002). Most, but not all, projections from the MGB are to PAC. (3) PAC. This can be defined as core PAC

(receiving projections from MGB), which projects to belt regions (Kaas & Hackett, 1999). There is some

functional specification associated with this, with tonotopic organization of frequency responses in the core area.

There is specialization for more complex spectral details in the surrounding belt area (Rauschecker, 1998), which

projects to the parabelt. No lateralization is seen in PAC in terms of responses to AM, FM, click trains, spectral

change harmonic structure or speech stimuli. (4) Lateral STG potentially encompasses aspects of belt and parabelt

cortex in the human brain. Arranged along an anterior/posterior dimension, there are projections from parabelt

that form an anterior stream of processing and a posterior stream. There is a degree of hierarchical processing seen

running lateral and anterior to PAC. Responses to AM, FM, spectral detail and spectral change are seen here, with

FM and spectral change activating relatively far forward, along with response to stimuli with phonetic cues and

features (Scott & Johnsrude, 2003; Scott & Wise, 2003a). Such responses are bilateral. (5) Left anterior superior

temporal sulcus (STS). Responses are seen here in the left to intelligibility in speech (when complexity is

controlled). After considerable acoustic processing in the lateral STG, this forms the anterior end of an auditory

‘what’ pathway, similar to that proposed in the primate brain, running lateral and anterior to PAC. Projections

from here pass to high order cortical regions in the prefrontal cortex and medial temporal lobes. (6) Right anterior

STS. Responses are seen here to stimuli with dynamic pitch variation, i.e. melody or intonation, regardless of

intelligibility or source of the sound (speech- or music-based). This may form another ‘what’ pathway which

processes meaningful or structured melodic information (Patterson, Uppenkamp, Johnsrude, & Griffiths, 2002).

(7) Tpt cortex responses are seen to a range of acoustic stimuli (not speech-specific) in the planum temporale, and

a subsection of Tpt cortex responds specifically when a speaker articulates. This has been proposed to be a

sensory/motor interface (Hickok & Poeppel, 2000; Wise, Scott, Blank, Mummery, & Warburton, 2001) and

activation is seen here to silent articulation (Wise et al., 2001) and normal speech production (Blank, Scott,
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brain. Our approach to prelexical processing is aimed at identifying the neural correlates of

speech perception, informed by the constraints placed on the system by the nature of the

speech signal, the underlying anatomy, and parallels in the non-human primate brain. This

review covers evidence from dichotic listening studies, neuropsychology and neurosurgi-

cal investigations, perspectives from acoustic phonetics and theories of speech perception,

as well as primate studies, to complement the functional imaging data. We are unable to

encompass the considerable amount of data collected in electrophysiological studies,

which has shown, for example, language-specific responses to speech sounds

(e.g. Naatanen et al., 1997) and gives precise information about the time course of

processing in the intact human brain.

We propose that there are two distinct processing pathways involved in speech

perception, which can be resolved along anatomical and functional dimensions (see Fig. 1).

An anterior stream of processing, running lateral and anterior to primary auditory cortex

(PAC), is implicated in the mapping of sound onto meaning, while a divided posterior

stream is involved in a mapping of speech sounds onto motor representations of articulation,

a sensori-motor interface at the temporo-parietal junction and a more ventral region in the

posterior superior temporal sulcus (STS) which we speculate is involved in access to the

mental representations of the sound structure of word forms (see Indefrey and Levelt, this

issue). The latter may be activated both when hearing speech or speech-like stimuli and

during lexical activation tasks such as verbal fluency. In this paper we will pay particular

attention to the anterior stream, about which there is controversy (see Hickok and Poeppel in

this issue of Cognition). We will also address the extent to which prelexical processing is

lateralized in the human brain, and address potential mechanisms that can account for this.

The first sections address the nature of the speech signal itself. We then consider the

neuropsychological evidence for the prelexical processing of speech. Finally, we develop

our model in the context of functional imaging data and studies on non-human primates.

2. Evidence from psychology: the perceptual and motor theories of speech perception

There are two general hypotheses about speech perception: one proposes that there is

specialized processing of speech from its earliest encoded entry into the cortex

(e.g. Liberman & Whalen, 2000) whereas the other considers that early speech processing

shares the same processing resources as general acoustic stimuli, with divergence only when

the speech signal maps onto long-term lexical and/or semantic representations (e.g. Stevens,

1983). The hypothesis that speech is processed separately as early as primary auditory

Murphy, Warburton, & Wise, 2002). The ‘how’ pathway passes from here to premotor cortex. (8) Left posterior

STS cortex. The core of Wernicke’s area, the responses in this region are not specific to intelligible speech (Scott

et al., 2000). Instead there are responses to stimuli with phonetic cues and features, as well as to short-term, self-

generated retention of speech information (Wise et al., 2001). The connectivity of this region is not known (hence

the question mark on the figure), but it does not receive direct, monosynaptic connections from PAC (Galuske,

Schuhmann, Schlote, Bratzke, & Singer, 1999). (9) The functions of Tpt cortex and posterior STS on the right are

not well specified. Not normally seen in speech perception studies, activation is seen in right posterior STS after

destruction of the posterior left STS due to an infarct (Leff et al., 2002).
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cortex (PAC) makes clear predictions about what may be observed in functional

neuroimaging studies. Further, this view of speech perception relates the perception of

speech to the articulatory gestures made by the speaker; that is, it attributes a central role for

knowledge about the motor act of speech production during the perception of speech.

Historically, acoustic theorists have taken the position that speech is processed with

reference to its acoustic structure alone, predicting that speech processing shares resources

with non-speech processing in the auditory system. However, this distinction is less marked

in the current literature and most researchers would accept that there are links between

speech perception and production (e.g. Kluender & Lotto, 1999). For example, experiments

by Monsell and Banich, reported in Monsell (1987), show that silently mouthing a word

primes later responses to that word in an auditory lexical decision task, but not a visual

lexical decision task. In addition, there are clear biases, based on both behavioral and

electrophysiological measures, for an effect of the phonemic and phonotactic repertoire of a

listener on their perception of speech, which may implicate the processes of learning to

speak a language with being able to perceive it. A sensori-motor interface has long been

proposed as a route for speech processing that would perform this function.

In terms of neural systems, the basis of such processing has been seen in a number of

ways. One method is neurosurgical mapping, and such studies have shown that the

superior temporal gyrus (STG) is activated by speech sounds but the middle temporal

gyrus is not (Creutzfeldt, Ojemann, & Lettich, 1989). The activity seen is bilateral (though

both sides are not studied in any individual, for obvious neurosurgical reasons). However,

it is difficult to pinpoint the level at which their data discriminate between the response of

the left and right hemispheres to speech, since all their data on speech can be attributed to

consonant–vowel or syllable structures, stimuli containing features that are common to

both phonemic aspects of the signal and to pitch variation. Neurons were identified that

responded to longer words, to the syllables in words and others that were generally

activated by speaking. There were also neurons that seemed to respond to certain

consonant clusters (e.g. velar plosive/liquid combinations) but this could not be

distinguished from an associated response to the attached vowel, as isolated consonants

were never presented (note that such presentation is impossible for voiced plosives).

Another method, which does not afford the precise localization of mapping but is much

easier to perform with large numbers of subjects, is dichotic listening. In such studies, a

left or right ear advantage (LEA and REA) is determined for the perception of stimuli, to

index preferential hemispheric processing of a particular stimulus type. The physiological

basis of dichotic listening studies is the asymmetric decussation of the auditory pathways.

Although much less marked than in the visual and somatosensory systems, more sensory

information from the right ear is directed towards the left auditory cortex and vice versa.

Thus, a bias to perceiving an auditory stimulus presented to the right ear when different

stimuli are presented to both ears simultaneously suggests preferential left hemisphere

processing of the acoustic features that distinguish the stimuli. Dichotic listening studies

have been criticized in a number of ways, not least that they may underestimate the degree

of hemispheric asymmetry (Best & Avery, 1999). However, until the advent of functional

imaging they remained the only way to determine hemisphere preferences in the normal

brain. There are many dichotic listening studies of speech perception, and we focus here

on a recent study because it addressed both language differences and acoustic properties of
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the signal in terms of REA. Best and Avery (1999) showed a clear interaction between

REA and different language experience in two groups of subjects, using click sounds.

Clicks are produced by creating local changes in oral pressure by suction. These can vary

in location. Thus, suction behind the lips produces a kiss sound, between the tongue and

the alveolar ridge a ‘tsk’ sound, and between the side of the tongue and the roof of the

mouth a ‘giddy-up’ sound. They are consonantal phonemes in Zulu and Xhosa languages,

but are treated as non-speech sounds by listeners who do not speak these languages (Best,

McRoberts, & Sithole, 1988). Speakers of Zulu and Xhosa show a REA in a VCV syllable

and isolated (C) context where the C is a click sound. In contrast, no REA was observed

when native American English speakers listened to the same stimuli (Best & Avery, 1999).

This is despite human-generated click sounds having many acoustic properties in common

with English plosives, being brief and spectrally complex, and despite the ease with which

non-Zulu and -Xhosa speakers determine how the clicks are made on hearing them. Thus,

there is left hemisphere processing for familiar phonemic items, not seen when listeners

are presented with items outwith their phonemic repertoire.

What is not clear is how this developmental tuning to different phonological systems is

implemented in the human brain: in other words, where the representational forms in the

developed brain responsible for the implicit, prelexical processing of the acoustic cues and

features of speech, linking perception to comprehension, are located. Other than a general

leftwards bias for speech processing (as exemplified by the REA in speech dichotic

listening studies, and the loss of speech perception and comprehension after left but not

right cerebral hemispheric stroke), there has been a longstanding emphasis on the left

posterior temporal cortex (the core of Wernicke’s area) as the route from perception to

comprehension. As outlined in a later section, functional imaging studies are now also able

to address this to some degree, and there have been considerable advances in our

understanding of the neural basis of speech perception. The next section outlines how, in

terms of acoustic phonetics, it is best to consider the task of the auditory processing of

speech.

3. Evidence from acoustic phonetics: what is important in the speech signal

The speech signal is the most complex sound with which we routinely deal. It can be

modeled as a source–filter system, where the source is the quasi-periodic vibration of the

vocal folds and the filter is the motion of the articulators (jaw, tongue, soft palate and lips).

The dynamic, co-articulated movements of this system lead to the complexity in the

speech signal. Speech contains quasi-periodic and noise-based segments, steady state

periods, portions over which the spectral shape changes (spectral transitions), brief periods

of silence, resonant obstruents due to closure of the lips and noise bursts on the release of

plosives. There is considerable spectral complexity in the patterning of formants,

frequency regions which are emphasized relative to others, that result from the resonance

of the filter consequent upon movement of the articulators. When speaking “sue, said, sid,

seed” the differences in the positions and movements of the tongue lead to the changes in

the vowel sound. In addition, anticipatory co-articulation is seen during the voiceless

fricative /s/ production, when the lips are placed in different positions anticipating
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the vowel. This means that varying acoustic cues can result in the perception of the same

phoneme (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980). Assimilation of speech sounds can affect the

production in a manner that changes the ‘phonemic’ identity of a segment: thus /n/ in ‘I ran

fast’ becomes /˛/ in ‘I ran quickly’. They can also be affected by grammatical features: /m/

in ‘I’m going’ can become /˛/ but in ‘I’m green’ it cannot (Hawkins & Smith, 2001). This

supports the point made by Whalen (1990) that co-articulation can have communicative

importance. Assimilation can exist over relatively long time scales: the /l/ at the start of

‘led’ is different to the /l/ in ‘let’ (the former is a ‘clear’ /l/ and the latter ‘darker’), although

in strictly phonetic terms all that has changed is the voicing of the final alveolar plosive.

Listeners are sensitive to this change and if the final /t/ or /d/ are deleted from ‘led’ or ‘let’

they can still identify the word accurately. These contextual variations in articulation mean

that there is no simple linear mapping from the acoustic signal to phonemes or lexical

items (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980).

When the articulators, and hence formants, change, transitions occur, i.e. there are

changes in the spectral shape of the sound. These can discriminate between phonemes,

thus /d/ and /g/ are both voiced plosives, which vary in their production by tongue position

(alveolar vs. velar). This is seen in the spectrogram of the acoustic signal as, amongst other

things, variation in the frequency of the second formant onset. The specific role of

transitions in the perception of place of articulation and voicing in plosives (phonemes

where there is silence due to complete cessation of air flow and the pressure is released

rapidly) has captured the interest of researchers, particularly the brevity of the transition

times (e.g. Belin et al., 1998; Johnsrude, Zatorre, Milner, & Evans, 1997; Poldrack et al.,

2001; Tallal & Piercy, 1973).

This raised the possibility that there is a left hemisphere preference for speech

processing based on temporal resolution; in other words, left lateralized specialization of

speech perception arises not because speech has a special status among all auditory

percepts but because only the neural systems in the left auditory cortex are capable of

discriminating differences in rapid acoustic changes. This has led, in turn, to an emphasis

in the literature on the role of these rapid transitions in a non-speech context, such as

dichotic listening studies. While a REA can be demonstrated (at the population level at

least) for speech sounds there is less evidence for a REA for rapid non-speech transitions.

Such studies as there are, which have looked at the processing of rapid transitions in a non-

speech context (e.g. Cutting, 1974), have found no such left hemisphere specialization in

the absence of a speech context (although some, but not all, researchers have identified a

REA for gap detection; Nicholls, Schier, & Stough, 1999). In addition, there is evidence

that the speech sound must form part of the listener’s phonemic repertoire to lead to a

REA, such as in the dichotic listening study using Xhosa/Zulu clicks mentioned earlier

(Best & Avery, 1999), where the VCV sequences showed no REA for the American

listeners, despite the presence of rapid formant transitions surrounding the click. Thus, the

presence of rapid transitions per se does not lead necessarily to preferential left hemisphere

processing in dichotic listening studies.

In addition, there are many aspects of the speech signal which cannot be characterized

easily by this emphasis on the rapid spectral variation in speech. Thus, vowels are

identified perceptually by the spectral shape of their steady state portion (e.g. Zahorian &

Jagharghi, 1993). The emphasis on rapid transitions ignores the acoustic features of
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consonants such as fricatives, affricates, semi-vowels (liquids and glides) and nasal

obstruents, in which dynamic spectral changes are critical but at longer time scales than

the rapid transitions of plosive onsets. In addition, the long time frame of spectral variation

over which assimilation effects occur needs to be accounted for. Thus, other acoustic

features than simply ‘rapidity’ are important in the speech signal (see Nittrouer, 1999, for a

very detailed argument of this position). It is also important to consider the range of

acoustic features that are expressed in phonemes not seen in English (e.g. clicks, linguistic

tone). English is a language in which plosives are prominent, common at the onsets of

words, and the bursts are emphasized by aspiration. This can be contrasted with Mandarin,

where fricatives and affricates are the more prominent (syllable initial) sounds. This

linguistic bias has had a possible effect on the foci of research. It can be claimed that the

brevity of plosives confers on them a special status as indices of rapidity in the neural

system, however this does not mean that rapidity is a key feature of all speech sounds.

When addressing the role of the acoustic processing of the speech signal, therefore, the

structure of the complexity of speech is itself a relevant characteristic of the speech signal.

This does not necessarily mean that processing the acoustic complexity of speech is

identical to the processing of any acoustically complex stimulus (Binder, 2000; Binder

et al., 2000). Part of the decoding of the speech signal will be the extraction and

sequencing of acoustic phonetic cues and features from the information rich signal, and

their mapping onto long-term lexical representations. Spectral variation is an acoustic

property necessary for speech comprehension (Rosen, 1992). With this proviso, however,

it is striking how well we can comprehend acoustically transformed speech (e.g. Drullman,

Festen, & Plomp, 1994; Shannon, Zeng, Kamath, Wygonski, & Ekelid, 1995), a reflection

of redundancy in the normal speech signal. The flexibility in speech processing suggests

extensive parallel processing of acoustic phonetic cues and features in the signal and their

mapping onto lexical items. This, we argue, is an early speech-specific perceptual

mechanism, and one that could well be left lateralized. It is worth stressing that, as

mentioned earlier, the processing of phonetic acoustic cues and features is not a one to one

mapping of an acoustic cue to a phonetic feature (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980). It is also

not analogous to orthographic phoneme (grapheme) identification, a confusion which has

been made in the literature. In a study by Binder et al. (2000), the subjects’ ability to write

down orthographic representations of speech and reversed speech (not using phonetic or

phonemic transcription) was taken as a useful index of the amount of phonetic information

in the signal. Too many other cognitive processes intervene between hearing reversed

speech and writing down what it sounds like for this to be the case. In addition, biases are

introduced by this process: we can write down the sounds animals make (e.g. ducks go

“quack”) but the animals do not produce speech output. Furthermore, the sounds vary as a

function of phonetic experience and French ducks say “coin” (pronounced ‘kwan’).

4. Are phonemes implemented neurally?

As an aside, we would like to introduce the issue of the psychological reality of

phonemes. This is a controversial issue, but it is the case that an explicit perceptual level

which processes or identifies phonemes after acoustic processing and prior to lexical
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activation is not universally accepted in speech perception. Such a phonemic level of

representation is often assumed to be an important stage in both the development of speech

perception, and in skilled speech perception (e.g. a ‘phonetic module’, Liberman &

Whalen, 2000). However, evidence for this is scant (Kluender & Lotto, 1999), and it is not

logically necessary. Phonemes could be expressing information as correlations between

stimulus attributes (Kluender & Lotto, 1999), a perceptual processing skill that infants

have been shown to use when learning categories (e.g. Younger, 1985; Younger & Cohen,

1983, 1985, 1986). Neural network models which specify phonemes as discrete sets of

units (e.g. TRACE; McClelland & Elman, 1986) do not actually perform speech

recognition. Models that can do speech recognition usually identify groups of ‘phones’

(speech sounds) in the input, typically di-phone (Klatt, 1980) or tri-phone groupings,

which can cope with context effects and statistical groupings in the occurrence of phone

sequences. This is necessary principally because speakers do not produce consistent

‘phonemes’ in their output (see the co-articulation and assimilation affects mentioned

earlier) and this can vary considerably across dialects and speakers (e.g. Kelly & Local,

1986), with no apparent diminution in human comprehension of the resulting utterances.

Where phonemes are included in more psychological neural network models it is generally

because the models are predicting data from metalinguistic tasks such as the word

superiority effect, which rely on explicit segmentation of the input. Such behavioral tasks

are arguably not simply tapping into prelexical speech processing. For example, learning

to read impacts on phonetic awareness (Goswami & Bryant, 1990), and it is generally

agreed that learning to read an alphabetic script enables a level of explicit phonetic

segmentation and representation that is not seen in illiterate speakers of the same language

(e.g. Petersson, Reis, Askelof, Castro-Caldas, & Ingvar, 2000). This will affect phonetic

processing in high-level segmentation tasks rather than in speech perception. Thus,

illiterates can comprehend spoken language perfectly well, but are not good at non-word

repetition or phoneme segmentation tasks (e.g. Reis & Castro-Caldas, 1997). In contrast

there are some properties of the speech signal, such as the onset/rhyme segmentation or

rhyme decisions, which can be made whether or not one can read; significantly these

depend on structural features of speech sounds at the syllable level (Siok & Fletcher, 2001;

Wimmer, Landerl, & Schneider, 1994).

There has been argued to be a plausible role for syllable structure as a basic organizing

unit in speech perception (Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, & Segui, 1981). This may

be due to a role for syllable segmentation or a syllable onset identity in speech perception

(Dumay, Frauenfelder, & Content, 2002). The role of the syllable can, however, be

modulated by linguistic experience (Cutler & Norris, 1988) and the different metric

structure of different languages. While this issue remains controversial, it is relevant that

processing speech at a syllable level is consistent with the longer temporal window over

which it has been suggested we can organize consecutive auditory events in terms of

global patterns rather than discrete, identifiable items (Warren, Bashford, & Gardner,

1990). Warren has demonstrated that subjects can tell that two sequences of rapidly

presented acoustic stimuli (ten per sequence, all 40 ms in duration) are different, when

only two elements have changed position, and that this occurs with speech, tones or frozen

noise. Subjects cannot, however, explicitly identify the order of items in any one sequence

(Warren & Bashford, 1993), indicating that there is a global representation of the acoustic
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pattern rather than a segment-by-segment representation of the sequential structure

(although the sequences used did not contain the transitions between sounds seen in

normal speech). This is argued to apply to a non-phoneme-by-phoneme-based speech

perception system.

The effect of learning an alphabetic script has been argued to bias the research

community into overemphasizing a phonetic role in speech perception and production

(Boucher, 1994). Thus, the reliance on speech production errors as a source of evidence

about the psychological reality of phonemes is based on the phonetic transcriptions of such

phonemes, i.e. a psychological process. It has been demonstrated that, using X-ray films

(Boucher, 1994), examples of such phonemic errors tend to occur in the presence of other,

parallel articulatory gestures, which do not affect the transcription but which mean the

error was not a ‘pure’ phonemic insertion or deletion. This is not a problem in terms of the

study of phonetics, from which we inherit the concept of phonemes, which was originally

aimed at a description and classification of spoken language systems. It does, however,

suggest that the reality of phonemes as something more than an abstract description is

problematic in speech production, with consequent implications for perception.

For the purposes of this paper, the psychological and neurological reality of phonemes

is not directly relevant, though there is a lack of evidence for post-acoustic, prelexical,

perceptual processing of phonemes in the functional imaging literature (Scott & Wise,

2003a). In terms of the remit of this paper we raise the issue since it does affect how one

might conceptualize speech processing. Prelexical processing of speech might involve a

neuroanatomical representation of phonemes, or the processing of acoustic cues and

features could map straight onto a lexical semantic level, potentially mediated at the

syllable level.

5. Evidence from lesion-deficit analyses I: general reservations

Clinical neuropsychological and neurolinguistic studies have been of immense

importance in identifying the functional architecture of speech perception, comprehension

and production. The use of double dissociations has identified distinct functional

modularity within the language system. However, these same techniques have proved to

be an uncertain technique when attempting to define the location of the neural sub-systems

involved in the early (prelexical) stages of speech perception. One obvious reason for this

is that different acoustic features of an auditory percept are not apparently channeled to

discrete anatomical regions for processing in the same manner as the visual properties of

objects. Thus, for example, it proved possible to locate the ‘color center’ of the human

brain through studies on individual patients (Zeki, 1993). The anatomical organization of

the auditory cortex has not permitted similar precision in the localization of function.

Until recently, lesion localization was dependent on post-mortem anatomical studies,

and the ability to obtain such information from a clinically interesting patient depended

upon the vagaries of time and circumstance. Furthermore, as discussed in the review by

Mohr (1976), the excellent anatomical information that was obtained in a few cases was

then confounded by the inadequacy of the behavioral testing in life. The reverse was also

true: detailed behavioral testing on interesting patients was not supported by anatomical
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information, and the site of the lesion was inferred from the aphasic syndrome of the

patient. Thus, if the patient’s profile on a standardized battery such as the Boston Aphasia

Examination fitted with Wernicke’s aphasia, it was assumed that the lesion included the

posterior left STG, even though lesion localization inferred from the patient’s syndrome is

unreliable in at least one quarter of cases (Basso, Lecours, Moraschini, & Vanier, 1985).

Furthermore, lesions are often complex and multi-focal. The introduction of X-ray

computerized tomographic scanning and then magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allowed

precise lesion localization at the time of patient testing, but without a tremendous leap in

our understanding of the cortical organization of speech perception at the systems level.

Partly this has been due to an uncritical emphasis on the two quasi-functional areas of

Broca and Wernicke. The anatomical boundaries of these regions remain uncertain,

particularly in the case of Wernicke’s area: the latest edition of Gray’s Anatomy includes

five or more architectonic zones (excluding PAC) within Wernicke’s area (Williams,

1995). It seems plausible that architectonic zones crudely define functional boundaries, as

a uniform microscopic anatomy is likely to be associated with particular processing

functions not shared by adjacent architectonic zones. Galaburda and colleagues

(Galaburda & Sanides, 1980; Galaburda, Sanides, & Geschwind, 1978) examined the

boundary of the STG with the inferior parietal lobe (termed Tpt cortex), equivalent to

the posterior part of Brodmann’s area 22, lying in the STG posterior to Heschl’s gyrus (the

location of PAC) and including the planum temporale. Language functions were assigned

to left Tpt cortex, which was considered to be the core of Wernicke’s area (Sanides, 1975).

Unfortunately, the functions ascribed to Wernicke’s area are legion, varying from

prelexical phonetic analysis (e.g. Demonet et al., 1992) to an interface between auditory

and visual word form systems (input lexicons) and semantic memory (Mesulam, 1998).

Perhaps the greatest problem with behavioral studies relying on brain pathology is

lesion distribution. Ablation studies in non-human animals are placed with great care, and

detailed, post-mortem examinations are performed after the behavioral experiments to

confirm the boundaries of the lesion. The unsubtle lesions occurring as the consequence of

cerebrovascular disease, necrotizing viral infections, etc. may destroy cortex, local white

matter connections, major white matter tracts connecting remote cortical regions,

subcortical nuclei, and their reciprocal connections with cortical areas (Fig. 2). No lesion

experiment in a non-human animal, relating structure to function, would be accepted for

publication if clipping of a major arterial branch produced the focal injury. For obvious

ethical reasons, human studies have depended on nature’s experiments, and much less

stringent scientific standards have applied. As a result, syndromes have been described that

may be associated with lesions at various locations. This does not affect the considerable

advances in understanding that the patterns of deficits affords, but does affect the

localization of putative functions. Such variation has often been attributed to marked

intersubject differences in the cortical organization of function, which, if true, would mean

that studies of structure–function relationships in the human, other than early perceptual

and motor processes, are meaningless. It would seem much more plausible that broadly

similar clinical syndromes may result from very differently sited cortical, subcortical or

tract lesions within distributed neural systems that are essentially similar between subjects

with the same handedness and uneventful development.
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6. Evidence from lesion-deficit analyses II: auditory agnosias and aphasias

Notwithstanding the general reservations about localization that apply to all studies of

patients with focal brain injuries, there have been studies of several aphasic syndromes

which are informative about localization of function. In terms of the prelexical processing

of speech, many of these come from study of the auditory agnosias, which include agnosia

for speech (‘word deafness’). Although word deafness has been associated with isolated

lesions of the left superior temporal cortex, the majority of cases have resulted from

sequential lesions to both superior temporal gyri (Buchman, Garron, Trost-Cardamone,

Wichter, & Schwartz, 1986). This was strikingly demonstrated in a single case, a patient

who recovered from an aphasic syndrome after a left temporal lobe infarct, only to become

Fig. 2. Consecutive, axial, anatomical MR images from a patient with a large left temporal (white arrows) and

inferior parietal (black striped arrows) infarct following an artery-to-artery embolus from a severely diseased left

internal carotid artery. The patient was initially profoundly aphasic, recovering to a fluent aphasia with some

single word comprehension. The images show very widespread cortical damage and, in addition, considerable

underlying white matter damage. Many aphasic patients also have extensive damage extending into the

subcortical nuclei, not present in this case. Attributing a lost function to a specific brain region is problematic in

cases with such extensive gray and white matter infarction, which are the rule rather than the exception.
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word deaf after a second lesion to her right STG (Praamstra, Hagoort, Maassen, & Crul,

1991).

In a thorough review of the neuropsychological literature on cases of auditory agnosias

where reasonable anatomical information was available, Griffiths, Rees, and Green (1999)

identified a general pattern of deficits. Although not all patients were tested on all features

(speech, music, and environmental sounds), nor were all patients tested at a consistent time

after the onset of their lesion, some conclusions could be drawn. On the whole, bilateral

damage resulted in problems with all three types of sound, although bilateral damage

could also result in problems apparently constrained to speech. Lesions confined to the

right hemisphere resulted in problems in the perception of music, although this could also

arise due to bilateral damage. Right hemisphere lesions rarely led to speech perception

difficulties. Lesions confined to the left hemisphere resulted in impairments of speech

perception, but also in problems in the perception of music and environmental sounds.

Thus, lesions on the left, left and right, but not right alone lead to speech perception

difficulties, suggesting a dominant role for the left temporal lobe in the prelexical and

lexical processing of speech.

Word deafness is not the only disorder of speech processing seen in the literature. In

conduction aphasia, associated with posterior left temporal lobe damage, patients can

typically understand speech but make errors in repetition and spontaneous speech.1 Recent

work with cortical stimulation has revealed that this is not necessarily due to a

disconnection syndrome, consequent upon a lesion of the connecting tract between

auditory perceptual and motor articulatory cortex, but may also result from impairment of

local left posterior temporal cortical function (Anderson et al., 1999; Quigg & Fountain,

1999). This is evidence that there are differently distributed cortical regions in temporal

cortex involved in comprehension and rehearsal of speech (Hickok & Poeppel, 2000, this

issue; Wise et al., 2001).

Another, related speech perception disorder is transcortical sensory aphasia (TCSA)

which is characterized by preserved repetition and speech production, but poor

comprehension. In terms of neuroanatomy, the accepted wisdom is that the location of

a stroke that causes TCSA must include left posterior temporal–inferior parietal cortex,

somewhat remote from the sylvian (lateral) sulcus, or connections to and from these

regions through the so-called temporal isthmus (see, for example, Alexander, Hiltbrunner,

& Fischer, 1989; Damasio, 1991). A different anatomical pattern is seen in

neurodegenerative disease which leads to progressive breakdown of speech comprehen-

sion. The progressive TCSA syndrome due to neurodegenerative disease, known as

semantic dementia (Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell, 1992; Snowden, Goulding, &

Neary, 1989; Warrington, 1975), progresses until all comprehension of single words is

lost. The locus of semantic knowledge inferred from studies on these patients is in anterior

and ventromedial temporal lobe cortex, on the left (and also the right, to a varying degree)

(e.g. Chan et al., 2001; Galton et al., 2001). In contrast to the semantic dementia literature,

it seems evident that patients have little or no impairment of semantic memory after a left

anterior temporal lobectomy for epilepsy. The discrepancy in the structure–function

1 This definition does not do justice to the heterogeneity of the syndrome (see for example Axer, von

Keyserlingk, Berks, & von Keyserlingk, 2001).
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relation with the stroke-related TCSA literature is further confounded by the patients with

the syndrome following lesions in the left anterior temporal–inferior frontal lobes

(Berthier, 1999). Thus, differences in the location of lesions, differences in pathology and

the unknown effects of recovery result in conflicting conclusions when inferring the

location of permanent mental representations (in this case, of semantic memories). One

solution to this dilemma is to postulate that semantic memory is distributed between both

temporal lobes, analogous to the situation with the other form of long-term declarative

memory, namely episodic memory: it has long been recognized that it requires bilateral

pathology within the limbic system to produce profound amnesia. Although the location

(as much as it can be localized) of semantic memory is not the remit of this article, such

speculations do impact on the streams of processing that are required for mapping

prelexical encoding of speech.

In addition to the problems outlined in the first section, a lack of consistency in the patient

studies can arise due to recovery. Although the mechanisms underlying recovery (what little

is known about them) are beyond the scope of this review, it is clear that recovery can affect

the pattern of deficits seen; thus, after a left temporal lobe infarct, with associated receptive

amnesia, recovery is common, with at least single word comprehension possible. The usual

practice is to wait until the patient’s deficit becomes unchanging with time, usually at least

3–6 months after the onset of the lesion. This can affect the profiles seen: the syndrome of

TCSA following stroke often recovers relatively quickly, and so relatively few patients with

post-stroke TCSA are referred for detailed behavioral testing.

However, what seems uncontroversial in terms of the recovery of speech perception is

that the right hemisphere can undertake sound-to-meaning mapping (e.g. Mummery,

Ashburner, Scott, & Wise, 1999), even though right temporal lesions alone are not

associated with impairment of speech perception (except in some left-handed subjects and

occasional right-handed subjects who have language lateralized to the right cerebral

hemisphere). In line with this, we have recently demonstrated activity associated with

speech perception in a right posterior STS region associated with recovery from aphasic

stroke (Leff et al., 2002; see also Weiller, Isensee, Rijntjes, Huber, Muller, Bier, Dutschka,

Woods, Noth, & Diener, 1995), a profile not seen in normal subjects and lesion control

patients who have not damaged the left posterior STS. What is not clear is whether the

right temporal lobe is capable of such processing in the normal brain, although redundant

in the presence of an intact left temporal lobe, or whether it only adopts speech perceptual

functions after a period of synaptic reorganization triggered by left temporal lobe damage.

What does seem established is that the left auditory cortex is not exclusively speech-

specific, as damage to the left temporal lobe can result in misperception of musical or

environmental stimuli. The alternative, that no area of left auditory cortex is speech-

specific, is possible: depending on its source, a sound may contain more or less of the

acoustic structure of speech (e.g. Gaver, 1993).

The profiles of deficits seen in aphasic patients thus emphasized a role for the left

temporal lobe in the prelexical processing of sound-to-meaning, with a role for the right

temporal lobe in recovery, or in a non-dominant prelexical role in the normal processing of

speech. The syndromes of conduction aphasia and TCSA also indicate that speech

processing involves qualitatively different systems, with comprehension and repetition

being dissociable.
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7. Anatomical morphometric studies and functional neuroimaging: the case of

the planum temporale

There is little doubt that brain size matters. This is clearly exemplified by the

importance of an expanded prefrontal cortex in problem-solving. A particular example

concerning cortical surface area (or volume) and specialization for speech perception

relates to the planum temporale (PT), the cortex that lies immediately posterior to Heschl’s

gyrus in the supratemporal plane. It is claimed that, in post-mortem brains, the left planum

temporale is, more often than not, larger than the right (Geschwind & Levitsky, 1968).

Measurements based on anatomical imaging (particularly MRI) have usually, but not

always, confirmed this observation (Shapleske, Rossell, Woodruff, & David, 1999).

However, there has been lengthy debate about the anatomical boundaries of the planum

temporale, most particularly where to place the posterior border (Westbury, Zatorre, &

Evans, 1999). It is unclear whether to include the posterior wall of the ascending ramus at

the posterior end of the sylvian fissure: it has been claimed that if this area of cortex is

included, for the good reason that it consists of auditory association cortex, then the

asymmetry between the hemispheres is much less apparent. Even if the left planum

temporale is usually larger than the right, what a larger planum temporale means in terms

of language processing is far from clear. The whole issue has become more complex since

the observations that the great apes, particularly chimpanzees, show the same asymmetry

(Gannon, Holloway, Broadfield, & Braun, 1998): these apes undoubtedly communicate

but they do not indulge in anything similar to human discourse. All this has led to some

justifiable skepticism about the industry that has grown up around the relative sizes of the

left and right planum temporale. This skepticism has been further fuelled by a number of

functional neuroimaging studies that have failed to show that the left planum temporale

responds in a speech-specific manner. Thus, Binder and his colleagues have demonstrated

that this region responds to sequences of sounds as simple as pure tones (Binder, Frost,

Hammeke, Rao, & Cox, 1996), and another study has shown that it responds to signal

correlated noise (Wise et al., 2001), constructed by filling the amplitude-time envelope of

words with white noise; although such sounds contain nothing of the spectral information

necessary to recognize the words from which they were formed, there is temporal

information in the periodic bursts of noise within which are contained amplitude variations

corresponding to the original syllabic structure (Rosen, 1992; Schroeder, 1968).

It has been proposed that the acquisition of long-term memories of familiar words

(a mental lexicon) requires either covert or overt rehearsal of the sound structure of

potential words. We have recently shown that the posterior left STS, ventral to the left

planum temporale, is activated by the passive perception of stimuli that contain phonetic

cues and features, but not specifically by intelligible speech: furthermore, we have shown

that the motor act of articulation activates the most posterior part of the left superior

temporal plane (Buchsbaum, Hickok, & Humphries, 2001; Blank et al., 2002; Hickok

et al., 2000; Wise et al., 2001). These regions are on the posterior boundary of Tpt cortex,

which encompasses the planum temporale. This may help identify a key role for the PT in

speech processing.

Along with Hickok and Poeppel (2000, this issue) (see also Hickok, 2001; Scott &

Johnsrude, 2003; Wise et al., 2001), we propose that the left Tpt cortex is important in both
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speech perception and production. As the left planum temporale responds to both

sequences of pure tones and signal correlated noise as much as it does to real words it

would appear that it is not sensitive to spectral complexity. Rather, this cortical region

performs an early analysis of the temporal patterns within sounds (see Griffiths & Warren,

2002, for a full model of such processing). The complex temporal patterns in speech or

speech-like sounds are directed towards the posterior STS, which, we propose, is where

transient representations of the sequence of sounds within words or potential words are

formed during auditory perception. They are also directed towards the most posterior part

of the superior temporal plane, which acts as the sensori-motor interface transmitting the

encoded sequence of sounds contained within a potentially pronounceable word or non-

word forwards to premotor cortex, there to be re-encoded as a sequence of articulatory

gestures. This hypothesis would suggest that these two adjacent regions at the margins of

left Tpt cortex act together in the perception, rehearsal and acquisition of words by the

developing child: akin to the acquisition of song by fledgling songbirds (Doupe & Kuhl,

1999), it is the self-monitoring of own articulations that results in the maturation of speech

perceptual and production systems tuned to the sound structure of the language

encountered in infancy. Importantly, these posterior regions are not specifically involved

in the processing of meaning in the speech signal (Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000).

In favor of this hypothesis are two indirect sources: from recent single cell recordings

on non-human primate auditory cortex, and from detailed microanatomical studies of

human posterior auditory association cortex. A general rule in the auditory cortex of

monkeys is that more complex sounds elicit the greatest increases in single cell firing in

auditory association cortical neurons remote from PAC (Kaas & Hackett, 2000). In

addition, it has been proposed that, analogous to visual cortex, there are two broad auditory

processing streams of what and where, i.e. the identity of a sound and its location in space

(Kaas & Hackett, 1999; Romanski et al., 1999). The dorsal visual stream is also considered

to be a how pathway, instructing, for example, the positioning of hand and fingers when

reaching to grasp an object of a particular size and orientation (Goodale & Milner, 1992).

The equivalent of ‘how’ in the auditory world is the ability to mimic a sound, which, as

already discussed, may be implicated in the ability to acquire language. Therefore, a

stream of processing directed through Tpt cortex, including the planum temporale,

responsible for encoding and storing sound sequences and acting as a sensori-motor

interface for mimicry is the ‘how’ system of speech and its acquisition. This appears,

based on current functional imaging data and on the evidence of the speech perceptual and

production deficits following temporo-parietal infarction, to be left lateralized.

Although the size of the planum temporale based on gross morphological landmarks

has resulted in an ultimately sterile debate about anatomical asymmetries and language, a

recent study on asymmetries of microstructure in posterior auditory association cortex has

introduced a new dimension to the study of language cortex (Galuske, Schlote, Bratzke, &

Singer, 2000). The intracortical connectivity of posterior human auditory association

cortex is different between the two hemispheres, with a greater capacity for interconnected

cortical columns on the left than the right. This microanatomical evidence is much more

convincing evidence from which to infer a functional difference between the two

hemispheres than gross surface area or volume measurements. In our view, a combi-

nation of functional neuroimaging studies with appropriate auditory stimuli, human
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microanatomical studies and evidence from single cell recording in non-human primates

will increasingly refine our understanding of the special role of posterior auditory

association cortex in speech perception.

Thus, as suggested by the receptive aphasia literature, there is evidence for a system

processing speech prelexically which emphasizes the role of articulation and repetition,

and which can be dissociated from the comprehension of the speech signal. The next

section addresses the evidence from functional imaging of the neural systems that underlie

these processes.

8. Evidence from functional imaging: studies that claim to have identified auditory

sub-systems involved in speech perception

The goal of functional neuroimaging is unashamedly phrenological, namely to relate a

particular mental function to a brain region. However, instead of drawing structure–

function relations through the medium of bumps on the skull, a measure that notoriously

correlates poorly with behavior, functional neuroimaging relates a measure of net change

in neural (synaptic) activity (regional cerebral blood flow or rCBF) within a brain structure

to a mental process (Jueptner & Weiller, 1995). The principle is the same as that

underlying stimulus evoked single cell recordings in non-human animals, but the

measurement of neural activity is indirect and the resolution reveals systems, local or

distributed, with a spatial resolution of 105–107 neurons.

The neural basis of speech perception was one of the first goals of functional imaging

studies (e.g. Petersen, Fox, Posner, Mintun, & Raichle, 1988; Wise et al., 1991). These

have suffered generally from problems at the technical and methodological level. Thus, in

functional imaging studies the role of metalinguistic tasks, frequently demanded of the

subjects by the experimenters, may have a great effect on the observed pattern and strength

of activity (Poeppel, 1996). The selection of an appropriate baseline stimulus has a similar

dramatic effect on the patterns of neural activity. One of the two functional imaging

techniques, fMRI, suffers from susceptibility artifact in anterior temporal lobe regions as

well as geometric distortions and high levels of acoustic noise. The other technique, PET,

requires blocked presentations and does not permit event-related designs (see Scott &

Wise, 2003b, for a detailed critique of both techniques). Between them, these issues have

limited some of the conclusions that can be drawn from many studies.

8.1. Role of the task

Speech perception is an automatic, over learned skill. According to the basic parameters

of Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977) it is both robust and

obligatory. If you are a skilled speaker of a language, you cannot ignore the semantic content

of that language (e.g. Treisman, 1960) and, unlike our eyes, we cannot shut our ears. Several

functional neuroimaging studies have nonetheless used active behavioral tasks, which

would correspond to attention demanding controlled processing, in addition to automatic

speech perception. This means that brain regions extra to those absolutely necessary for

speech perception are recruited. When performing a metalinguistic task with speech input
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(i.e. anything other than comprehension) cognitive resources associated with the executive

components of the task will be recruited unless the task is very over learned (Spelke, Hirst, &

Neisser, 1976). Activity associated with other processes will thus be added to those

associated with speech perception. Although it is usually assumed that if an explicit task

demand is incorporated into the baseline task, then activations associated with prefrontal,

premotor and motor processes associated with task demand, choice and response will be

subtracted from the final result, this assumption has never been formally tested. For

example, deciding which of two words shares semantic attributes with a third and pressing a

button to signal the choice is not identical, in terms of executive processes, to deciding

which of two tones has the same pitch as a third. Several studies have correspondingly

implicated left prefrontal regions in speech perception, activations which are not seen in

passive listening tasks, and which may well reflect non-speech controlled processing of the

experimental task. On a more positive note, and consistent with the MEG data (Poeppel

et al., 1996), increased cognitive load may enhance left hemisphere activity compared to

right, which raises interesting questions about the modulation of auditory cortex by

prefrontal and premotor cortex. We have demonstrated (Wise, Greene, Buchel, & Scott,

1999) that during repetition the left superior temporal cortical signal associated with the

response to hearing ones own voice is suppressed relative to hearing the voice of another.

Modulatory systems, possibly associated with attention, can thus be explicitly studied.

8.2. Speech vs. non-speech processing

Due to the longstanding debate in the literature on the ‘specialness’ of speech, some

researchers have tried to identify speech-related processing differences between the right

and left temporal lobes, using stimuli that are non-speech components of the speech signal.

The philosophy behind this is that the left hemisphere preference for speech sounds might

rest on more basic preferences for low-level acoustic properties. A sensible approach to

understanding the processing of speech, this view has been hampered somewhat by the

emphasis on rapid transition processing in the left temporal lobe, which has extended to

the functional neuroimaging literature. Thus, Johnsrude et al. (1997) compared rapid and

long transitions using PET (incorporating an explicit decision task), and found no

difference in temporal lobe regions between the two forms of stimuli, although rapid

transitions were associated with activation in the left inferior frontal cortex. Belin et al.

(1998) used more complex non-speech stimuli, varying the rate of change of transitions,

and a silent condition. Their study demonstrated left and right temporal lobe activation in

response to both the short and long transitions and no difference in the left temporal lobe

between the short and long transitions on a direct subtraction. In contrast, the right

temporal lobe showed a significantly greater response to the long transitions. It has been

claimed (e.g. Poldrack et al., 2001) that this study shows a preference by the left temporal

lobe for rapid transitions, however it is the right temporal lobe that is responding relatively

selectively. The equipotent response of the left temporal lobe might still reflect some wider

remit of processing abilities, e.g. for both fast and slow transition times, but on the

evidence of this study it is not selective for rapid transitions alone.

The stimuli used in the Belin et al. (1998) study varied in terms of their duration as

well as their formant transition time, since the steady state portion was constant in
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duration. A later study using similar stimuli, matched for duration (Temple et al., 2000),

showed no such difference for the processing of fast and slow transitions in the superior

temporal lobes of normal or dyslexic listeners. Instead, there were, as in the earlier

Johnsrude et al. (1997) study, left dorsolateral prefrontal responses associated with the

processing of rapid transients (note that neither of these studies used passive presentation

of the stimuli). It is possible therefore that the ‘selectivity’ seen in the temporal lobes in the

earlier Belin et al. (1998) study is a result of a right hemisphere preference for longer

sounds. A harsher interpretation is that the effect of formant transition time inducing left/

right asymmetries in the temporal lobes does not replicate.

More recent work identifying neural correlates of the processing of spectral change

have identified regions anterior and lateral to PAC that respond to stimuli with changes in

spectral structure, compared to those where spectral shape is constant (Thivard, Belin,

Zilbovicius, Poline, & Samson, 2000). This study included stimuli that varied in the rate of

change of the spectral variation, i.e. fast and slow, but an explicit contrast of the two

classes was not reported. Importantly this paper indicates a sensitivity in the superior

temporal gyri, perhaps equivalent to parabelt cortex in non-human primates, to dynamic

spectral shape and not simply to spectral complexity. Although the authors link the result

to the anatomy of the left STS, lying between the superior and middle temporal gyri, the

peaks were bilateral and both dorsal and anterior to the posterior third of the STS. It

demonstrated responses in the human equivalent of monkey parabelt regions to the

spectral structure variations in human speech that were not observed in PAC, an important

distinction when considering the acoustic processing of speech.

Thus, specific responses can be seen to stimuli with some of the dynamic spectral

structure change which is found in normal speech. Strikingly this is bilateral, a

demonstration either of true symmetry of processing or that dynamic spectral variation

conveys different forms of information in the speech signal, which are processed in

separate cortical regions. It is a moot point whether these studies (Belin et al., 1998;

Temple et al., 2000; Thivard et al., 2000) are truly studying non-speech perception, since

the stimuli used were fairly speech-like.

8.3. Stimuli

The literature on lateralization of acoustic components of speech does not, therefore,

indicate a hemispheric asymmetry for the processing of rapid spectral changes (addressed

later in the text), a result that is consistent with the behavioral data. As it is also the case

that an asymmetry is not routinely observed in functional neuroimaging studies of speech

perception, the longstanding hypothesis that the prelexical processing of speech is bilateral

continues to be robustly advanced (Hickok & Poeppel, 2000), often in the context of a

proposed asymmetry in the aspects of the speech signal that are being processed in each

temporal lobe (e.g. Poeppel, 2001). This next section addresses the evidence from

functional neuroimaging on this topic.

The selection of an appropriate baseline stimulus has improved. Early studies used

silence (rest), which makes it impossible to separate which auditory component of the

speech signal is responsible for the activity observed in left and right superior temporal

cortex. Hearing simple, unmodulated stimuli such as tones or noise in the baseline scan
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still does not adequately control for the complexity of the speech signal for conclusions to

be drawn about speech-specific processing. Bilateral temporal lobe activation is seen with

baseline stimuli such as noise bursts (Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, & Gjedde, 1992) or tones

(Binder et al., 1997). However, much of the activity in the supratemporal planes is

subtracted by such stimuli: interestingly, the same effect is observed when subjects engage

auditory attention in the absence of auditory stimuli during the scanning phase of a study

(Jancke, Mirzazade, & Shah, 1999). Other studies have attempted to control for the

amplitude modulation in the speech signal. The use of baseline stimuli such as signal

correlated noise (Schroeder, 1968; used in Mummery et al., 1999) and ‘scrambled’ noise

(randomly flipped frequency and phase information; Belin, Zatorre, Lafaille, Ahad, &

Pike, 2000) all still result in strong bilateral temporal activation, running along the STG,

lateral and anterior to PAC, into the dorsal bank of the STS. The only asymmetry observed

in such studies (e.g. Mummery et al., 1999) was in the left posterior temporal sulcus, a

region that does not respond only to meaningful stimuli (Scott et al., 2000). If, as is widely

held, access to lexical semantics occurs at the left posterior temporal–inferior parietal

junction, in Brodmann areas 37 and 39, this hypothesis has to be reconciled with the

absence of activity in this region in response to single words in functional imaging studies

of word perception without an explicit, metalinguistic task demand (e.g. Binder et al.,

2000; Mummery et al., 1999).

Is it the case that speech is truly processed bilaterally in the lateral STG/STS, or are

these studies insufficiently well controlled? A counter proposal is that the superior

temporal lobe activation seen is a function of the acoustic complexity of speech (Binder,

2000; Binder et al., 2000), and that any speech-specific processing lies ventral to the STS.

Attempts to construct stimuli that are as complex as speech but are not engaging the lexical

semantic system have typically used reversed speech or foreign languages, and have

shown mixed results. In terms of understanding the low-level, prelexical processing of

speech, it is important to characterize the acoustic features of these unintelligible baseline

stimuli. It is also important not to confuse symmetry of activation in a functional imaging

study with symmetry of function.

Reversed speech (literally reversing the signal across the time domain) is popular

because it can be performed easily on a computer and results in a signal with the same

long-term average spectrum as the original speech, with the same amount of overall

amplitude modulation variation. However, in normal speech much of the perceptually

relevant information is carried by the onsets of sounds and of acoustic structures in the

speech signal. Thus, the rhythm of speech is determined by onset events associated with

properties of the onset of a vowel (Scott, 1998), and this also provides information about

the onset-rhyme distinction (Marcus, 1981). In speech amplitude modulations, the rise and

fall of amplitude is asymmetric and this pattern has perceptual consequences (not speech-

specific; see Gordon, 1987; Irino & Patterson, 1996). This information is distorted in an

uncontrolled manner when speech is reversed, and the temporal-perceptual sound

structure of normal speech is disrupted in addition to the loss of meaning.

This loss of control over what has happened to the stimuli also makes reversed speech a

poor baseline in terms of the phonemic information. When the whole speech signal is

reversed, the amount of variation at the phonemic level is a consequence of the temporal

profile of that phoneme: for example, steady state portions of vowels and fricatives will be
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mainly unaltered. Phonotactically illegal sequences can be generated. Problematically,

sounds are created that could not be articulated. To distinguish between phonetic/com-

plexity processing, therefore, reversed speech is a poor baseline.

Foreign languages have also been used. The great advantage of these is that they come

from a human vocal system, they are comprehensible with training, but to a non-speaker of

a language they are unintelligible. An important disadvantage is that languages vary in

their phonetic content and the phonological rules that govern how the phonemes in a

language are added together. Thus, in English, ‘strengths’ is a viable syllable because

English allows three consonants, /s/, /t/ and /r/, before the vowel and four after, /˛/, /k/, /u/

and /s/; in addition, the identity of these phonemes is quite flexible; for example, a plosive

can occur at the start (‘poor’), middle (‘string’) and end (‘lick’) of a syllable. In contrast,

Japanese syllables have a strict syllable structure, with no more than one consonant before

the vowel and one after. There is also less flexibility in the positions phonemes can take in

the sequence, and only a nasal is possible after the vowel. A monosyllabic word like

‘strengths’ would thus be impossible in Japanese and over time this gives the acoustic and

perceptual structure of Japanese a different profile to that of English. Such phonological

differences across languages will vary in a manner difficult to control or quantify.

Differences in the phonemes used will also vary across languages, as some languages

contain phonemes not seen with others (e.g. clicks, tonal languages, slack/stiff voice,

prevoicing, preaspirations, velar fricatives, etc.). This again affects the acoustic pattern.

In addition, the patterns of timing vary across languages. English is a stress-timed

language, French is syllable-timed and Japanese is mora timed (e.g. Hoequist, 1983).

Although the regularity of this timing is more in the listener’s ear than in the signal

(Lehiste, 1977), this leads to perceptual differences between the spoken languages.

At a micro-level, there can be differences in how ‘identical’ phonemes are articulated.

Both the English and the French use plosives but, as mentioned above, in English plosives

are emphasized and produced with aspirate bursts when at the onset of a word, whereas the

French do not aspirate their plosives. This again will alter the acoustic phonetic profile of

any two languages in an uncontrolled fashion.

In summary, the use of foreign languages and reversed speech removes intelligibility in

a way that does not control adequately for acoustic complexity, and it is this potential

variability that may account for the inconsistency of results in the literature using such

stimuli. It also makes bilateral activations difficult to interpret. When considering the

baseline stimulus, it is also relevant that speech is both very important and very over

learned, and there is evidence that we will try and process any sound as if it were

intelligible speech, which will affect the patterns of activation we see in functional

imaging studies. If the neural system is processing stimuli as speech as far as it is able, and

this is a function of acoustic phonetic processing, then stimuli containing acoustic phonetic

features will all be processed in a similar way, using the same neural systems regardless of

intelligibility. Thus, some studies have shown that the STG responds equally to reversed

speech, normal speech (words and non-words) and words in a foreign language. Some

researchers have concluded therefore that this region processes the acoustic complexity of

speech and is not speech-specific (Binder, 2000; Binder et al., 2000). In fact the opposite is

equally likely, since all these stimuli contain some acoustic phonetic cues and features.

Likewise, if bilateral activation is seen when contrasting speech and reversed speech, is
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this due to symmetry of processing or does it mask differences which could be identified

with better designed stimuli?

9. Solving the complexity issue?

In a recent study (Scott et al., 2000), we used spectral rotation of speech (Blesser, 1972)

to create unintelligible stimuli that are as acoustically complex as speech in both the

temporal and spectral domains. The internal acoustic complexity of these rotated stimuli is

identical to that of the normal speech, and the long-term average spectra are matched by

filtering. Speech transformed in this way is unintelligible, but has unaltered spectral and

temporal structural complexity (hence avoiding some of the problems in reversed speech),

and also maintains the dynamic pitch variation present in the original signal. After a great

deal of training (on the order of months), some participants are able to understand rotated

speech, and it can be considered to preserve some of the acoustic elements that might

represent the acoustic correlates of phonetic cues and features, without preserving

intelligibility.

Spectral rotation was applied to both speech and noise-vocoded speech. Noise

vocoding is a synthesis technique where the amplitude variation across a number of

different frequency channels modulates noise filtered to the same bandwidth as the

channels (Shannon et al., 1995). Speech resynthesized this way sounds like a harsh

whisper. The more channels there are, the more detail is available in the spectral domain,

and the more intelligible the speech. In the Scott et al. (2000) study, six channel noise

vocoded speech was used, which is readily intelligible after brief training. We thus had

two forms of intelligible speech and two unintelligible conditions each matched for

acoustic structure.

The results were interpreted as follows: prelexical processing of speech was observed

in the bilateral superior temporal gyri, lying lateral and anterior to PAC; significant

responses to intelligible speech were confined to the left anterior STS. Thus, only in the

left temporal lobe is there evidence for a mapping of prelexical acoustic stimuli onto the

lexical/semantic/syntactic representations involved in understanding intelligible speech.

In contrast, the right anterior temporal lobe did not respond to intelligibility, but to the

speech-based stimuli, which relative to the noise-excited stimuli have dynamic pitch

variation. This may be a neural correlate of the perception of speech melody or intonation

(see later section for a discussion of this acoustic preference). A difference between this

study and previous studies was the use of simple sentences as stimuli, a pragmatic choice

to facilitate the comprehension of noise-vocoded speech and to improve the signal, since

there are many more stimuli in connected speech than in read word lists. The sentences

themselves, from the BKB database (Foster et al., 1993), are routinely used as tests for

intelligibility in the context of hearing impairment or cochlear implants, and are based on

the utterances of hearing impaired children. They are thus simple, short and concrete in

their construction (e.g. “the clown had a funny face”).

The use of simple sentences instead of single words does open the possibility that

activation observed in the left anterior STS in response to intelligibility was syntax- rather

than lexical-related. Leaving aside the difficulty of implementing a sound-to-sentence
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mapping system that bypasses lexical semantic processing, this possibility was considered

by comparing this recent study with that of Mummery et al. (1999), which contrasted the

perception of single words and signal correlated noise. Fig. 3 shows overlap associated

with intelligibility of the stimuli in the left anterolateral temporal lobe. In contrast, a

functional imaging study of narratives (Crinion, Lambon-Ralph, Warburton, Howard, &

Wise, 2003) demonstrated, in addition to anterior STS activity, activation in the left

posterior temporal–inferior parietal cortex, which is not seen when subjects listen to word

strings or simple sentence (with the proviso that this study used a reversed speech

baseline). This parietal activation may thus be associated with the complexity of the

sentences and the narrative structure. Thus, the possibility exists that posterior regions are

involved when syntax and pragmatics are crucial to the comprehension of the story, or

when there is more information to be structured and sequenced over time.

The pattern of activity seen in well controlled speech perception studies thus indicates

that there is a left lateralized stream of processing, running lateral and anterior to PAC,

involved in the mapping of the acoustic structure of speech onto lexical semantic

activations. This can be distinguished from the left posterior regions involved in the

repetition and articulation of speech, and shows strong consistency with the known

anatomy and functional studies in non-human primates, outlined in the next section.

Fig. 3. The result from contrasting listening to single words with listening to signal correlated noise (from the

study of Mummery et al., 1999) is displayed in white on the lateral surfaces of a standard MRI template of the two

cerebral hemispheres. The contrast of intelligible speech (normal and noise-vocoded) and the unintelligible,

rotated versions of these stimuli (from the study of Scott et al., 2000) is displayed in black. Overlap between the

two contrasts is shown in gray. The data from each study have been smoothed by 10 mm (full width, half-

maximum). See text for discussion.
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10. Evidence from non-human primates and comparison with human studies

The functional neuroanatomy of the mammalian brain has mainly been determined, in

physiological terms, by studies of the cat auditory cortex. This has been the case

principally because of the position of the auditory cortex in the cat, which lies on the

lateral surface of the brain, making access for electrophysiological recordings a relatively

simple procedure. In the primate brain, the PAC lies on the supratemporal plane, making

access with electrodes much harder. More recent studies have overcome these technical

difficulties and revealed structural aspects of primate auditory cortex that differ from non-

primate studies, and have interesting implications for human speech perception (Scott &

Johnsrude, 2003).

Studies of electrophysiological responses of cells in PAC have shown responses to pure

sine tones, and these responses are arranged tonotopically. The core of PAC is surrounded

by a belt region where the cells respond to sounds with a wider bandwidth (e.g. bandpass-

filtered noise). There is evidence that there is a tonotopic arrangement of the bandwidth

that cells respond to preferentially, which lies orthogonal to the frequency tonotopy in core

auditory cortex. Lateral to the auditory belt there is the parabelt region, where the

responses of the neurons are to yet more complex sounds. The three levels of cellular

processing have been determined neurophysiologically to be interconnected in a fashion

that allows both parallel and hierarchical processing of the input. There is evidence that

this allows distinct streams of processing to occur, with a ‘what’ pathway running lateral

and anterior to core auditory cortex (Rauschecker, 1998). Neurons at the most anterior

point of this region have been shown to be selective for conspecific vocalizations (noises

made by other members of that species). There is some evidence for cells in the lateral

posterior parabelt showing responsivity to the location of sound, although call-specific

modulation is also present in this region (Tian, Reser, Durham, Kustov, & Rauschecker,

2001).

11. Streams of processing in the human brain

Studies of human auditory cortex using functional neuroimaging have shown some

evidence for similarities with the non-human primate brain in terms of the

neuroanatomical responses to sounds (Scott & Johnsrude, 2003; Scott & Wise, 2003a).

Activation in core auditory cortex has been seen to pure tones and there is evidence that

there is some tonotopy in the pattern of response, at least when high and low frequencies

are presented (Wessinger, Buonocore, Kussmaul, & Mangun, 1997). When more complex

sounds are presented, such as narrow-band noise bursts, there is preferential activation

lateral to PAC, lying in the human equivalent of a belt region. In a recent study (Hall et al.,

2002) complexity was manipulated by increasing harmonic complexity or frequency

modulation or both. The results showed that there were responses in the auditory core to

pure, unmodulated tones, but when complexity was increased spectrally, temporally, or in

both dimensions, activation spread into lateral regions, both anterior and posterior to core

auditory cortex (Hall et al., 2002). This functional specialization has some parallels in the

neuroanatomy of human auditory cortex where cytoarchitectonically distinct regions have
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been determined to lie lateral, both anteriorly and posteriorly, to PAC (Rivier & Clarke,

1997). The neural connectivity has not been worked out to any extent in the human, but it

appears that reciprocal, monosynaptic (i.e. fast) connections run from PAC towards lateral

and anterior auditory association cortex, whereas connections to posterior auditory

association cortex involve more than one synapse (Galuske et al., 1999).

Thus, there is evidence of hierarchical structure in human auditory cortex (Scott &

Johnsrude, 2003; Scott & Wise, 2003a) at least in terms of the responses to simple tone and

noise stimuli. The responses to more complex stimuli show some degree of specialization:

there are peak responses in PAC to increasing rates of speech and signal correlated noise,

with a further peak in lateral superior temporal cortex (Wise et al., 2001). Taken in

conjunction with the other functional imaging evidence already discussed, that left

lateralized regions lateral and anterior to PAC show responses to signals which contain

phonetic cues and features and, anterior to this, only to intelligible speech, this supports the

hypothesis of a verbal what pathway in left temporal human cortex. It should be noted that

the evidence for such a pathway comes principally from studies using PET and not from

fMRI: this discrepancy is methodological, due to the loss of signal through susceptibility

artifact in anterior temporal regions when using fMRI (Devlin et al., 2000) and problems

of geometric distortion.

12. How can we best describe left/right asymmetries in auditory cortex?

Theories of speech perception which focus on the ‘specialness’ of speech propose a

hemispheric lateralization that arises as a function of this uniqueness. Approaches which

focus on acoustic non-speech mechanisms try to identify processing features that

specifically underlie speech perception and then try to find evidence that the left temporal

lobe specializes in this.2 Many such theories of hemispheric differences in speech

perception incorporate some variant on a temporal distinction which can be crudely

characterized along the lines that the left hemisphere is fast and the right hemisphere is

slow. This is, in part, based on data from specific language impairment (SLI) and dyslexia,

where the central claim has been that a deficit of temporal processing may underlie the

behavioral problems (e.g. Tallal & Piercy, 1973). In the sense that all sounds only exist

over time, then all auditory processing is temporal, and the emphasis on rapidity within

this is not always relevant. Thus, the parameters which are important for speech perception

can be seen at relatively long time scales (e.g. Shannon et al., 1995). This does not

necessarily contradict the data from Tallal and Piercy (1973): the time scales where

deficits appear in the classic frequency discrimination task are considerably longer than

those required for the typical rapidity example of voice onset time in plosive

2 An interesting difference from theories of face perception can be seen here. As in speech, the processing of faces

is robust and of great social importance. The argument about the neural system that underlies this, however, differs

from that in the speech literature. Possible differences are not based on perceptual properties, being focused instead

on a contrast between dedicated face areas that have some degree of innateness, and the role of the neural basis of

expertise, since we are all expert face processors. This expertise/innateness argument plays less of a role in speech

perception work, possibly because we are sensitive to acoustic cues prenatally, and also possibly because although

we all commonly learn a particular spoken language, we do not typically consider this an expertise.
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discrimination. There is also controversy about the strength of the evidence for a

‘temporal’ processing deficit in SLI and dyslexia (Mody, Studdert Kennedy, & Brady,

1997) and a study from Goswami et al. (2002) has suggested that deficits in

suprasegmental aspects of the auditory signal need to be considered.

Consistent with a lack of incontrovertible evidence for a left/right fast/slow distinction

from the developmental literature (Mody et al., 1997), the data from functional

neuroimaging do not unequivocally support such an asymmetry of processing in auditory

cortex. As mentioned earlier, studies contrasting slow and fast spectral changes show no

left temporal lobe superiority for fast changing sounds. Increased activity has been

associated with rapid transitions in left prefrontal cortex (Johnsrude et al., 1997; Temple

et al., 2000), but there is less evidence for such a specialization in auditory cortex. Belin

et al. (1998) reported a left temporal lobe response to both rapid and slow transitions, in

contrast to a right temporal response to slow changes. Increasing modulation rates of AM

(Giraud et al., 2000) show no left advantage for fast AM rates, nor fast stimulus

presentation rates (Harms & Melcher, 2002), nor the introduction of rapid frequency

modulation (Hall et al., 2002), nor the introduction of increasing rates of iterations in noise

sequences (Griffiths, Buchel, Frackowiak, & Patterson, 1998; Griffiths, Uppenkamp,

Johnsrude, Josephs, & Patterson, 2001). In contrast, a preference for the right anterior

STG/STS to respond to signals with dynamic pitch variation and melody has been seen

quite consistently (e.g. Patterson et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2000; Zatorre & Belin, 2001).

Some evidence has been put forward from different sources to support a temporal

(though not necessarily rapidity)-based advantage for the left auditory areas. An

interoperative recording study by Liégeois-Chauvel, de Graaf, Laguitton & Chauvel

(1999) reported that left Heschl’s gyrus showed a specific response to voice onset time

differences, in both speech and non-speech analogues. Described as a temporal feature,

voice onset time is an auditory cue that involves both temporal (when) and spectral (quasi-

periodic voicing) cues. Thus, when voicing starts, the spectral shape of the signal changes

abruptly. An apparent selectivity for responses locked to voice onset time in the left

auditory cortex is thus potentially consistent with a speech relevant specialization based on

spectro-temporal structure (as discussed earlier) rather than solely temporal information.

A recent model of left and right auditory processing differences (Poeppel, 2001;

Zatorre, Belin, & Penhune, 2002) specifies that not only is the left auditory cortex

specialized for temporal processing, but that the right is specialized for ‘spectral’

processing (where the terms pitch and spectral are generally used interchangeably). The

metaphor used is that of spectrogram construction, where good temporal resolution comes

at the cost of poor spectral resolution, and vice versa. This is an elegant but unhelpful

metaphor: due to the frequency resolution of the basilar membrane, the spectral resolution

of the human auditory system is much less precise at high frequencies than such a model

requires. Above 1 kHz, there is a proportional relationship between auditory filter width

and frequency, leading to increasingly poor frequency selectivity at progressively higher

frequencies. Below 1 kHz, the relationship is not linear, but shows less compression in the

frequency domain. A spectrogram of speech constructed with an ‘ear-based’ frequency

representation shows that below 600 Hz or so, there is a ‘narrow band’ spectrogram, with

the resolution of individual harmonics of voiced sounds; above 600 Hz the pattern

resembles a wide band spectrogram, without harmonic structure but with formant
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resolution. This limits the acoustic information, across the spectral domain, that is

available for later central auditory processing. In contrast, temporal information is

relatively well preserved at the cochlea, and cues at the level of 1 ms are resolved in the

ascending auditory pathway (e.g. those used for interaural processing of sound location).

This temporal resolution declines, however, with synaptic transmission and very fine

temporal resolution (on the order of milliseconds) is no longer available at the PAC

without recoding. Finally, it must be emphasized that good pitch discrimination does not

require detailed spectral analysis, due in part to pitch not having one acoustic correlate.

Several types of noise stimuli, termed regular interval noise (Yost, 1998), have no spectral

information, yet result in pitch perception (e.g. Wiegrebe, Patterson, Demany, & Carlyon,

1998). It is simply not meaningful to consider ‘temporal’ and ‘spectral’ in the auditory

system as delineating the ends of a dimension which affords rapid temporal resolution at

one end and pitch processing at the other (see Patterson et al., 2002, for further discussion

of this issue).

This is not to say that there is not evidence for an auditory basis for left/right

asymmetries, and as mentioned earlier, several studies have shown a preference in the

right STG/STS for stimuli with dynamic pitch variation/melody, with or without

corresponding spectral detail (Patterson et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2000; Zatorre & Belin,

2001). It remains to be seen which acoustic cues prove to reveal left hemisphere selectivity

in the absence of a speech context. A possible hypothesis is that there may be an acoustic

basis for the left lateralized prelexical processing of speech, but that this is a complex one,

and not easily captured by simple temporal/spectral descriptions. Given that both left and

right lateral STG respond to AM and FM sound, harmonic structure and spectral change,

as well as more complex sounds like spectrally rotated speech, the specialization is not

occurring in a simple way and seems to require similar acoustic preprocessing. It is likely

to be the case that the difference, if there is one, is a qualitative difference, rather than a

dimensional one.

A second, related hypothesis is based more along developmental lines. Behaviorally,

speech perception can proceed without pitch information, but it does require spectro-

temporal information, albeit very limited (Drullman et al., 1994; Shannon et al., 1995). It

is clear that the human brain is very good at processing speech, in noisy or degraded

situations. Based on this, it is possible that the left superior temporal cortex tries to process

any auditory stimulus with sufficient spectro-temporal structural details as speech, i.e.

verbal input. In contrast, the right superior temporal cortex seems to be more interested in

stimuli with dynamic, melodic pitch information, and thus with stimuli containing

prosodic and intonational cues, and even information about speaker identity, regardless of

intelligibility. Interestingly, these dynamic pitch variation cues are used by infants when

learning a language (hence their preference for ‘motherese’; e.g. Cooper, Abraham,

Berman, & Staska, 1997), and are also used by normal listeners when acoustic input is

very reduced (Rosen, Fourcin, & Moore, 1981). Thus, in the adult English speaking brain

the left and right hemispheres are possibly not initially performing computationally

different tasks on the heard input but are extracting different forms of information: lexical

cues on the left and intonation cues on the right. Both lexical and intonation cues

contribute to overall understanding of spoken communication. The hemispheric

specialization may come about as the result of spoken language acquisition, and could
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change as the result of focal brain injury. Studies of the neural basis of speech processing

in speakers of tonal languages will help define the role of such developmental and

linguistic effects, since here the dynamic pitch variation contributes both lexical and

intonation information which might affect the pattern of processing seen.

In terms of specificity for speech, it is apparent that an anteriorly-directed stream of

what processing in the left temporal lobe may also process other sounds, such as

paralinguistic expressions of emotion (Morris, Scott, & Dolan, 1999) and meaningful

environmental noises (Giraud & Price, 2001). These non-speech sounds share the

properties of a sub-structure which must be analyzed and sequenced prior to labeling, and

are also acoustic ‘objects’ that can be named. Further studies are needed to establish how

the neural responses vary to these as a consequence of the acoustic structure of the sound

and its potential meaning. This will also highlight any non-speech-specific hemispheric

differences.

13. Conclusions – neural basis of the preattentive processing of speech

The data from functional neuroimaging studies of the intact adult human brain indicate

that there is an anterior stream of processing in the superior temporal lobes (see Fig. 3).

Lateral STG on the left shows sensitivity to stimuli with phonetic cues and features, and

the response becomes more specific to lexical identity in the anterior STS region. Left

posterior regions, in contrast, support repetition and the potential for mimicry, an

important processing route for word acquisition. The response in the right STG is to

equally complex acoustic stimuli as the left, but in more anterior regions the response is

selectively to stimuli with melodic pitch variations, irrespective of intelligibility. While

the left temporal lobe is clearly implicated in the processing of verbal input, left and right

temporal lobe functions are not easily disambiguated on the basis of acoustic properties.

Further studies may determine the qualitative processing differences involved.
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